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Meeting 
Many Needs

A Gateway for Contributors and 
Consumers
The GDG is the central gateway to EPA’s geo-
spatial resources. It enables data consumers 
to discover, view, and access geospatial re-
sources (e.g., data, services, or applications). 
Likewise, it enables EPA data contributors 
to publish and manage their geospatial in-
formation for others to use.
 GDG maintains a repository of metadata 
about the geospatial resources users are seek-
ing to discover or make available. Metadata 
records in the repository describe the nature 
and scope of registered data items or services 
and provide information that enables users to 
locate and view them. Metadata descriptions 
also provide information necessary to access 
items and services for use in other systems or 
mapping applications.

 Hundreds of agency geospatial resources 
are available to the public from the GDG. 
These resources are added and managed in 
GDG by EPA regions, programs, and labs 
from across the agency—organizationally 
and geographically—using a defined govern-
ance structure.

A Comprehensive Framework
GDG was implemented as a comprehensive 
geospatial metadata sharing and manage-
ment framework to meet multiple user, 
agency, and federal requirements. Since 
geospatial data has a prominent role in 
government decision making, EPA thought 
this data should be maintained as a shared 
enterprise resource that would provide end 
users with multiple benefits. For exam-
ple, properly documenting and managing 
agency geospatial resources would ensure 
that federal metadata maintenance and 
sharing requirements were met.
 Creating GDG also allowed the EPA to 
have a single access point for these resources 
and provided users with a comprehensive 
view of the agency’s geospatial assets. This 
reduced the time users spent searching 
across multiple locations and data redun-
dancy by connecting data producers with 
consumers, thus preventing duplication of 
effort. 
 It also has allowed contributors to reuse 
information to support their mission goals 
by embedding content directly into their 
applications. This not only saves time and 
money but also provides better consist-
ency across the agency. This catalog also 
streamlines EPA’s contributions to external 
metadata sharing portals by being the single 
source for contributions to Geospatial One-
Stop (GOS) and Data.gov.

Serving Users
EPA generally groups GDG functions into 
two categories: functions that support GDG 
consumers and functions that support GDG 
contributors.
 Consumers can access GDG resources in 
a number of ways. One of the most common 
methods is a simple keyword search using 
the tool located on the GDG home page for 
accessing GDG resources. This tool returns 
an interactive list of matching metadata re-
cords from the GDG catalog. 
 Users can hover over list items to see more 
information about a resource and view its 
footprint in the GDG map viewer. Data can 
then be previewed or accessed, other details 
on the resource viewed, or a search further 
refined. 
 With the advanced search features in the 
same interface, users can limit results by 
specific content type, data category, or time 
period. Advanced users may also perform 
more targeted searches in this same inter-
face employing Lucene search syntax that 
allows the specification of additional opera-
tors or metadata fields. The combination of 
these search methods lets users search for 
exactly what they want.
 Consumers can easily embed results into 
web applications or pages using the GDG 
REST interface. Links to REST outputs are 
displayed for users each time they perform 
a search so REST URLs can be reused. 
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The search widget lets users 
search GDG and obtain 
formatted results within their 
own applications. 
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Consumers can access GeoRSS, HTML, or 
KML outputs. REST URLs can be config-
ured using additional parameters to narrow 
or expand the search results to create out-
puts in a wide variety of metadata views and 
access points to suit a variety of needs.
 The search widget, another useful feature, 
lets users search GDG and obtain formatted 
results from within their own applications. 
The search widget can be embedded simply 
by copying two lines of code into a web page.

Serving Providers
The GDG metadata management suite 
gives contributors tools to manage content. 
Contributors can control how and how fre-
quently (where applicable) records are con-
tributed to the central catalog, control how 
they are furnished to different types of users, 
and control which records belong to which 
user groups. GDG contributors can contrib-
ute metadata using either automated (har-
vesting) or manual (upload) methods. Once 
metadata has been contributed, users can 
log in and manage individual records. A key 
function of metadata management in GDG is 
the ability of users to identify which records 
should be made available to the public (un-
restricted) and which should be labeled as 
internal only (restricted). Each contributor 
can apply this setting to individual records. 
Records identified as unrestricted are made 
available to all general public users through 
GDG and are automatically contributed to 
GOS and Data.gov. Restricted records are 
only available to GDG consumers that have 
logins. 

Meeting Specific Agency Needs
Although EPA was able to utilize many of the 
basic features provided by Esri’s Geoportal 
extension for ArcGIS Server software, the 
agency also worked to customize the appli-
cation to best meet its needs. One key cus-
tomization was to structure GDG access and 
metadata management using the agency’s 
central Identity and Access Management 
(IAM) system. 

 Rather than setting up separate logins 
and passwords for GDG, EPA used the 
agency’s enterprise IAM system to control 
user logins, group membership, metadata 
ownership, and access. Using this system 
automates group membership for basic 
metadata access for EPA employees and 
contractors and reduces tasks associated 
with ID and password management for 
GDG administrators as well as reducing the 
number of logins and passwords that EPA 
staff must memorize. 
 EPA structured groups at the IAM system 
to control how metadata is managed. Each 
GDG contributor is assigned to a particular 
regional or program office group to oversee 
metadata management for that group (e.g., 
EPA’s Office of Water [OW]). Individuals 
are also assigned to functional groups (e.g., 
GDG reader, GDG steward, or GDG adminis-
trator) that control functional rights. When 
users log in at the GDG, they are provided 
with the appropriate metadata manage-
ment functions so they can modify records 
based on their group membership. GDG 
contributors can belong to as many groups 
as necessary.

 The intranet-based REST URL is another 
customization that automates authentication 
for EPA intranet users. GDG’s default REST 
interface honors metadata access levels. If a 
user is not logged into GDG, they can view 
only unrestricted records when using the 
basic REST URL. The intranet-based REST 
URL allows users with access to the EPA in-
tranet to view the full set of GDG metadata 
records (restricted and unrestricted) without 
logging in separately at GDG. This lets EPA in-
tranet users have access to the full set of their 
user groups’ records at the GDG using the 
REST interface from within other intranet 
web applications and web pages. Because the 
intranet URL is only available to those who 
can access the EPA intranet, this provides 
EPA with a secure way to provide access to 
all GDG metadata records using the power 
of the REST interface while maintaining the 
security of the original Internet-based REST 
URL, which requires authentication. 
 Finally, a harvesting extension tool called 
WAFer provides EPA with a mechanism 
to pull records directly from contributors’ 
ArcSDE databases. Many EPA personnel 
wanted a direct connection so metadata 
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records stored in databases could be viewed 
rather than having a separate location for 
these records. In addition, the rgw standard 
harvester in the Geoportal extension for 
ArcGIS Server was configured such that it 
required that EPA connect from a publicly 
available server to a number of intranet-only 

servers, which would not have been accept-
able for EPA security. The agency developed 
the WAFer tool to serve as a single access 
point from the public GDG server and relay 
all harvesting to internal EPA servers. 
 WAFer produces a web-accessible folder 
(WAF) for each back-end endpoint. These 
WAFs are then made accessible to the public 
GDG server using a single protocol and base 
URL. This allows EPA to connect to a single 
internal computer and extends the back-end 
connection types that can be harvested, 
such as ArcSDE databases and FTP sites. 
The agency could maintain harvesting from 
a public GDG server while also extending 
harvesting in a way that was critical for GDG 
contributors.

Soliciting Feedback
GDG is a public resource. EPA encour-
ages public involvement with the GDG. 
Individuals can use GDG resources by vis-
iting the GDG website at geogateway.epa.

gov and using the search and discovery 
resources there, and embedding GDG com-
ponents in web applications. User input and 
recommendations will be key to the future 
success of the application. Provide feedback 
at geogateway.epa.gov/geoportal/catalog/

identity/feedback.page.

What’s Next?
Federal agencies are being asked to take 
specific actions to implement the principles 
of transparency, participation, and col-
laboration enunciated in President Barack 
Obama’s Memorandum on Transparency and 
Open Government. As part of this effort, EPA 
has focused on documenting nongeospatial 
data for sharing. Because of its success, GDG 
will be extended to become the central loca-
tion for exchanging and managing metadata 
for all agency datasets. An expanded GDG 
will allow contributors to easily manage and 
publish metadata for various types of data 
at a single location and will serve as a cen-
tral access point for internal users, external 
users, and interagency data sharing applica-
tions. An expanded GDG will advance EPA’s 
ability to meet its mission goals by provid-
ing an improved framework for data sharing 
that increases reuse of resources, promotes 
transparency, and facilitates data exchange 
across the agency and with external parties.
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GDG Resources
GDG REST URL https://geogateway.epa.

gov/geoportal/webhelp/en/geoportal_931/

GDG_REST_URL_Options.pdf

GDG search widget https://geogateway.

epa.gov/geoportal/catalog/components/

components.page


